
O� Diner Men�
62 Fleetwood Road North, Wyre, United Kingdom

(+44)1253858888 - http://www.ok-diner.com

Here you can find the menu of Ok Diner in Wyre. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Ok Diner:

had a farewell on Friday. excellent as always. it was busy what is a good sign, and I was told it was 20 minutes,
but was ready in 10. the kitchen was immaculate and the whole staff wore masks. the food was delicious and

had fed 2. highly recommended. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a
wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What

Lordlancs1 doesn't like about Ok Diner:
Just waited 30 minute for a takeaway , stood and watched the staff scratching their heads in confusion as food
ready to go was sat on the side in tubs for 5 plus minutes going cold before it was given to a delivery driver ,
another chap was waiting longer than me who also ordered by telephone he was moaning eventually got his
order and came back 4 minutes later as they forgot something , I ordered 3 things they got o... read more.

Experience in Ok Diner from Wyre the diversity of delicious Chinese cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok, On
the menu there are also several Asian meals. The environment of the original American diner creates a unique
experience, The inventive fusion of different meals with fresh and occasionally daring products is highly valued

by the customers - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

CURRY

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

SATAY

CREMA DI
POMODORO

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

CHICKEN

TOMATE

TRAVEL

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 17:00-23:00
Tuesday 17:00-23:00
Wednesday 17:00-23:00
Thursday 17:00-23:00
Friday 17:00-00:00
Saturday 17:00-00:00
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